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ESTATE NEWS

Word of thanks from the incoming Chairperson - Janine Scorer 
I and my fellow board members would like to thank you, Richard, for your utmost dedication, at times to the 
detriment of your family life and business during your term of just over 2 years as Chairperson of the Raptor’s 
View Home Owners Association Board.  We would also like to thank you for agreeing to stay on the board and 
for your continued assistance and support, for very much needed continuity.  

As someone who has lived on Raptor’s View from almost inception, your historical knowledge is very important 
in assisting the board.  It is essential to understand the past when tackling various projects required to make 
this a well-functioning, financially viable estate.  Richard as you like to say “Raptor’s View is a machine now, no 
longer the days of 80 or so homes of which maybe 35% were permanently occupied.” If you look at the gate 
stats now the amount of vehicle traffic, permanent residents, guests, contractors, service providers' one can see 
what a busy estate this has become, to manage.

Your good leadership created a team that worked hard and purposefully together under your guidance.  As the 
team who have worked closely with you over the past few years, we can all attest to the fact that you only had 
the best interests of Raptor’s View at heart with every task and decision that you tackled. You introduced the 
writing and filing of policies and procedures so as to make it easier for future board members to see how things 
operated - as an incoming new board member, one is never sure how things are being done.  This is an 
ongoing work in progress which needs to be kept up to date and refined over time and as things change.

Richard, you worked tirelessly to finally get the common property transferred.  This has been a goal for more 
than 10 years of past directors of the Home Owners Association. In addition, you were instrumental in 
appointing competent lawyers to achieve the above, reduce the ongoing large amount of outstanding debts to 
acceptable levels, and write a number of contracts and the new MOI.  The MOI was written, approved and 
successfully lodged with CIPIC under your tenure as Chairperson.
With the assistance of the director responsible for building and Byron you jointly set up the new Architectural 
Guidelines, bringing these rules up to date with the times.  However, you still ensured that the original ethos of 
Raptor’s View is preserved. 
- The contractor rules were tackled in the same vein.
- The electrical upgrade was continued so as to ensure that the supply was safe and adequate for all members 
- The water project which is well under way and for which you initially took much criticism, albeit that you were    
 well meaning in your over enthusiasm to get this project underway.  This process taught the board to slow 
 down and involve the members more. 

Your close working relationship, support and motivation of the management team was an important part of your 
leadership.  Without our highly efficient and effective management team we would not be the estate we are 
today.  It was your initiative that we keep members informed every step of the way and hence the introduction of 
the news bulletin that is produced after each board meeting.

Richard, I have very big shoes to fill and thank you for agreeing to be Vice Chair and offer your continued 
advice and support. It will be invaluable and much appreciated.
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Directors, Portfolios and Declarations

Director RV Portfolios Business Interests

Janine Scorer
(Chairperson)

Eco
Security
Financial & Legal
Southern Cross Schools

We own a number of car dealerships in S.A.  In 
Hoedspruit this is Maruleng Auto and brands  
represented are Nissan, Datsun, Fiat, Alfa, 
Abath and Jeep.

Richard Braun 
(Vice Chairperson)

Financial & Legal 
Projects

My building business is Savanha Construction 
and my wife Simone has an associated 
architectural business, Enomis Designs. Both 
businesses operate in the Hoedspruit area.

Lovelle Henderson Communications & HR I am retired but continue some consulting work 
in executive coaching and leadership 
development.

Brian Saverton Building 
Projects

I am a partner in an industrial valve business in 
Gauteng importing and stocking both imported 
and locally manufactured valves.    

Fred Scherf Security 
Eco 

I am the owner and MD of CachAccSys - a 
company that builds cash accepting, dispensing 
and recycling management systems.
We are a worldwide partner of Brinks Inc. - a 
leading company in the movement and 
processing of bank notes/coin and valuables 
worldwide.

Sub Committees
The board and management, would like to thank everyone who have been involved in our sub-
committees over the last few years.  You are an integral part of the successful running of this estate 
and we thank you for your time and valuable input - it is much appreciated.

The sub-committees start afresh now and we need members to assist on various projects - there is 
valuable experience and knowledge amongst residents - please put your name forward, we need your 
expertise! 

If you are already on a sub-committee and would like to continue, or if you would like to join a sub-
committee for the first time please complete the form on the final page of the newsletter.  
Sub-committees are: Ecology, Communications, Finance & Legal, Security and Building & Projects.

Security Update
Please see the separate bulletin regarding progress and developments in this regard.
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Telkom Fibre Update
The RV task team met with the Telkom team in late August for the first project kickoff meeting. The 
next step is for Telkom to conduct a detailed site inspection; project planning and time lines will follow 
and are dependent on this pre-inspection of existing infrastructure.
A Telkom facility room is to be constructed to house all the equipment and plans for this are already in 
progress. 

Water Project Update
The ring beam to support the water tank has been cast and a 
3 week curing period is now required before the tank can be 
erected. The trenching for the pipeline has commenced and 
most of the water pipes for the new pipeline have been 
procured and are already on site.

Waste Yard Update
The upgraded waste collection area is nearing completion; 
the waste collected on the estate will now be contained in a 
dedicated area at the contractors' yard. 

Contractors Conduct - Reminder
Please ensure that your contractors are aware of the estate rules and abide by them.  As the home 
owner giving permission to access the estate you are ultimately responsible for the contractor and 
their conduct.   

The contractors' gate times have now reverted back to summer times:
06h00 - 18h00 Monday to Friday

AGM Feedback 
The minutes of the 2017 AGM have been circulated to all members. Some highlights were: 

Speeding
We acknowledge the issue of speeding raised as a concern and it will be addressed.

Financial Audit Report
Some audit issues were raised by members and the auditors have responded as follows:

1) Audit report:
 The section on 'Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements' should not be included in 
 our audit report as it relates only to Sectional Titles.  That includes the query on the final 
 paragraph.

2) Directors Responsibilities and Approval:
 The word 'Restricted' should read 'Unrestricted'
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SCS Mountain Bike Race

Revised Emergency Numbers
GES Medical Response  060 528 2784
GES Armed Response unit 0861 437 911
GES Control Room   015 793 1850
GES control Room Cell  083 321 3388

Hoedspruit Police   015 799 4000
Fire Brigade    015 793 0536
SANDF Hospital   015 799 2050
Tintswalo Hospital   013 795 5000
Tzaneen Medi Clinic  015 306 8526
Nelspruit Medi Clinic  013 759 0500
Plaaswag/Farm Watch  072 310 0032

Dr's Blair, Rogers & Llewellyn 015 793 0606
Doctor on call after hours  084 770 1743
Dr. Shivambu   087 260 1537
Dr. Blignaut    015 793 1894

Staff Awards
Colbert Sibuyi has been with Raptor’s View for 5 years 
and was presented with his long service certificate 
yesterday - thank you Colbert!
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WILDLIFE NEWS

Wild Dogs
Once again an increase in wild dog activity is being experienced 
on the estate. The dogs have been denning on Khaya Ndlovu and 
we foresee them coming onto Raptors View more frequently to 
hunt. 

Please be cautious when out and about and particularly drive with 
care as both dogs and prey appear at great speed and without a 
moment’s notice!

Sable Project
At the AGM members showed a keen interest in introducing 
Sable antelope to the estate. Further investigations into the 
viability of this exciting project will continue and members will be 
kept informed on a regular basis.

  
with thanks to Warren Cary for the photo



Raptor’s View Sub-committee Application

Sub-committee/s you wish to work 
on:

Any previous RV Sub-committee/s 
you have worked on:

Name:

RV Address:

Cellphone #

Email:

Any relevant experience:


